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Let P(x) #x be a manic irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients such that 
for infinitely many n, P(eznrln) IS a unit in the ring of algebraic integers Z[e2”““]. It 
is shown that P(x) is a cyclotomic polynomial. *> 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let CO, denote an nth primitive root of unity, CO, =e2niln, say, and let 
Q,,(x) denote the nth cyclotomic polynomial, i.e., the minimal manic 
polynomial of 0,. @J,(X) has integer coefficients, and deg Q,,(x) = d(n), 
where 4 is Euler’s function. It is known that if the ratio of two positive 
integers n, and n2 is not a non-zero power of a prime number, then the 
resultant p(@,,(x), G,,,(x)) = f 1, cf. [ 11. Below we prove the following 
kind of a converse of this property of cyclotomic polynomials. 
THEOREM 1. Let P(x) # x be a manic irreducible polynomial with integer 
coefficients such that its rest&ant with infinitely many cyclotomic 
polynomials is + 1. Then P(x) is a cyclotomic polynomial. 
The resultant of two polynomials is equal to + 1 if and only if the 
polynomials generate comaximal ideals in Z[x], cf. [3, p. 1361. Hence 
Theorem 1 is equivalent to each of the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let P(x) # x be a manic irreducible polynomial with integer 
coefficients such that for infinitely many n, P(o,) is a unit in the ring of 
algebraic integers Z[o,]. Then P(x) is a cyclotomic polynomial. 
THEOREM 3. Let a #O be an algebraic integer such that for infinitely 
many n, @,(a) is a unit in the ring of algebraic integers Z[a]. Then a is a 
root of 1. 
It is well known that if I is an integer prime to n, then 1 - 07 is a 
unit in Z[o,], cf. [4, p. 721. The corollary to Theorem 3 below is tightly 
connected to the above property of roots of 1. 
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COROLLARY. Let c( # 0 be an ulgehruic integer such that ,fbr infinitely 
many n, 1 -z” is a unit in the ring qf algebraic integers Z[a]. Then r is a 
root of 1. 
The proof of Theorem I is based on the following theorem of 
A. Baker [2]. 
Let a, , . . . . a,,, be non-zero algebraic numbers with degrees at most d and let 
the heights of a,, . . . . a,, , and a,,, be at most A’ and A (>2), respectively. 
Then for some effectively computable number C > 0 depending only on m, d, 
and A’, the inequalities 
O<lb,loga,+ ...+b,log~r~l<C~‘~~~“~~ 
have no solution in rational integers b,, . . . . 6, with absolute values at most 
B (22). 
For applying the above theorem we need some preliminaries. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf Ial > 1, then I@,(a)l >e-~licr’i~ ‘)(~ll~‘~‘. 
Proof. Since @,Jx) = nkln (x”” - l)P’“‘, where p(k) is the Miibius 
function, cf. [3, p. 2071, 
Taking the logarithms of both sides, using an estimation 
and exponentiating back, we obtain the desired result. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. [ f  Ial 6 1, then IQi(a)l <2@‘“). 
Proof Since 
@‘,(x)= n (x-a;), 
( 1. rt ) = 1 
i-en 
I@,(a)I =I fl (a-m;)1 d n (Ial+ 1)<2#(“‘. 1 
0. n,= 1 (i,n)=l 
I < ,I icn 
PROPOSITION 3. Let m= p, f.. p, be a square-free integer with its prime 
factorization. Then .Y- 1 = @,Js) nf:!, DP, ...p,(~Pt+Z---Pr~‘Ps). 
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ProoJ: The proof goes by induction on s. If s = 1, then m = pi, and 
xpI - 1 = Q,,(x) Q,(x). For the induction step assume that the proposi- 
tion holds for s- 1, and prove it for s. Let y = xp’, and let m’ = m/p,,. 
Then xm = y”‘, and, by the induction hypothesis, y’“‘- 1 = 
@ p I... ,,-,(u) rI::,‘@p,~ .p,(Y PI+~---~~-I~~+~). Substituting xJ’% for J in the 
above identity results in xm - 1 = ap, ..,,-,(x”.) n;~i QP, ...p,(xpi+2~“ps~‘P~). 
Since Q,,,(x) @,Jx) = @,(xpl), cf. [3, p. 2061, the proof follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let n=p;l . . . pi7 be a positive integer with its prime 
factorization. Zf JcxJ < 1, then [CC- 11 < I@,(a)1 2x:sd,cn;=l pj). 
Proof For nz = p, . . ps, n’ = n/m = p;* - ’ . . . pi% ~ ‘, and /I = &, by 
Proposition 3, we have 
J - I 
Id- 11 = [pm- 11 =@,(/I) n ~p,...pI(p~~+~“‘~~). 
i=O 
1~1 6 1, implies lJ?l d 1. Hence for all ids- 1 we have Ifip~+l- -PSI < 1, 
and, by Proposition 2, I@,, ...p,(/?pi+2”‘ps)~ 6 24’“:=1 p/). Since G,(x) = 
CD PI i’P.7 (X”’ p,’ ), cf. [3, p. 2061, substituting Q,,(E) for Q,(p), and 
2”‘“~=1 fi) for. ~~p,...p,(~pr+z”‘p~)~, i= 1, 2,..., s- 1, in the last identity 
completes the proof. m 
Let n = pi’ ... p: be a positive integer with its prime factorization such 
that p, <p2< ... <p,,. Define O(n) by Q(n)=C.;sd O(nJ=, p,). 
PROPOSITION 5. 
Proof: It suffices to show that for large values of n we have, say, 
d(n)/&n) 4 2(log log n)2/log n.’ By definitions of O(n) and d(n) we have 
e(n) CIzi FI:=, (pi- 1) 1 
a?< II,“=, (p,- 1) p’;‘-’ . ..p.‘-’ 
=C;sd n;:;,, (p,- 1)-l 1 2 1 
PS-1 r, ~ 1 PI ...pyl<- ps- lp;lF’ . ..&Cl’ 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that p,, pz, . . . . p, are distinct 
prime numbers. 
’ By a more involved argument one can show that O(n)/&,) does not exceed 
(1 + z/log n)/log n. 
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Now, if p, > log n/(log log H)~, then, definitely, Qn)l#(n) d 
2(log log n)*/log n. Otherwise, s < log n/(log log n)2, and we have 
e(n) 2 1 2P, P2.. P, 
&F)<p,,-lp;‘+...p;-‘< n 
< 2p: < 2(log n)log n/k2 b n)’ 2n”‘“g log n 
\ = 
n n n 
For large values of n the last expression does not exceed 
(log log Q/log n. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume, by contradiction, that P(X) is not 
cyclotomic. We break the proof into several steps. 
(1) There exist C, < 1 and a root of P(x), 1, such that for infinitely 
many n, j@,,(A)/ 6 Ct(“‘. 
Let Ai, &, . . . . A, be all the roots of P(x). Since P(x) is non-cyclotomic 
there exists an i such that l&l # 1, cf. [4, p. 1051. Therefore for somej we 
have IAil > 1, because flf=, Ai is an integer. Since p(@,(x), P(x))= +l = 
nf= i @,(&), and I@,,(lj)j > epl’cr’J .- ‘)l;ljj~@), for some root of P(x), ,% and 
for infinitely many n we have 
I@,(~)1 < (e l/(lal- “I/q -W)W 11 <q(n), I 
where l/llj I l’(‘-“<cl < 1. 1 
(2) Let A be as in (l), There exists a constant C, < 1 such that for 
infinitely many n, )A” - 11 < C$(“‘. 
From (1) and Proposition 4 for infinitely many n we have 
Ii” - 1 I < C?(“)2’(“). Since, by Proposition 5, O(n) = 0(4(n)), (2) holds with 
C, satisfying C, < C, < 1. 1 
(3) Let 1 be as in (1). There exists a constant C, < 1 such that for 
infinitely many n, there exists a Ibl < n, satisfying 12Kzi - b log il < C$(“). 
It follows from (2) that 111 = 1. Then for any C, such that C, < C, < 1, 
and for a sufficiently large n satisfying (2), (3) holds with b = n. 1 
Now, since b(n) > n’-6, (3) contradicts Baker’s theorem with m = 2, 
c1i = 1, t12 = A, b, = 1, b, = b, and B= n. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 1 
Remark. Actually, something stronger than Theorem 1 has been shown. 
Namely, given a noncyclotomic manic irreducible polynomial P(x) # x, and 
C > 1, there exists an effectively computable constant N such that if n > N, 
then Ip(P(x), Ga,(x))j > Cl(“). 
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